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NEW QUESTION: 1
You want to create a security policy allowing traffic from any
host in the Trust zone to hostb.example.com (172.19.1.1) in the
Untrust zone. How do you create this policy?
A. Create an address book entry in the Untrust zone for the
172.19.1.1/32 prefix and reference this entry in the policy.
B. Specify the IP address (172.19.1.1/32) as the destination
address in the policy.
C. Create an address book entry in the Trust zone for the
172.19.1.1/32 prefix and reference this entry in the policy.
D. Specify the DNS entry (hostb.example.com) as the destination
address in the policy.
Answer: A
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An engineer wants to deploy a 2504 controller as the anchor
controller for a guest WLAN that resides on a
5508 controller in a different mobility group. What
configuration change must be applied to support this deployment
strategy?
A. UDP 16666 and IP Protocol 97 must be enabled on the 2504
controller
B. The 2504 controller must be added to the same mobility group
as the 5508.
C. UDP 5246 and TCP Protocol 97 must be enabled on the router
D. DHCP Option 43 must be added to the neighboring switchport
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
An attacker has obtained the user ID and password of a
datacenter's backup operator and has gained access to a
production system. Which of the following would be the
attacker's NEXT action?
A. Perform a passive reconnaissance of the network.
B. Look for known vulnerabilities to escalate privileges.
C. Initiate a confidential data exfiltration process.
D. Create an alternate user ID to maintain persistent access.
Answer: C
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